GSAT is a well-known satisfiability search algorithm which uses some random functions. In this paper, we consider an artificial physics optimization for computing a function of starting population.
Investigation of efficient satisfiability algorithms and encoding different hard problems as instances of SAT has caused considerable interest (see e.g.
[1] - [16] ). GSAT is a well-known satisfiability algorithm [17] . The GSAT algorithm is a search method for finding a truth assignment for the variables of CNF. GSAT uses some random functions. One of such functions is a function of starting population of truth assignments. In this paper, we consider an intelligent algorithm for computing a function of starting population of truth assignments. This algorithm is based on artificial physics optimization.
Note that artificial physics optimization algorithm (see [18] ) consists of three procedures:
• initialization;
• calculation force;
• motion.
A swarm of individuals are sampled randomly from a problem space in the initialization. Masses of individuals should be calculated in the procedure of calculation force. The procedure motion uses the total force to calculate individual velocity. Since a felicitous design of force law can drive individuals search problem space intelligently and efficiently, the main advantage of the artificial physics optimization consists in the proper design of force law.
We consider force law in the general polynomial form 
We use genetic algorithms to determine the values of the parameters α, β, a, b. In particular, we use the following algorithms for design of force law. In our experiments, we consider standard GSAT and GSAT with the artificial physics optimization for starting population of truth assignments (GSAT-APO). For GSAT and GSAT-APO we consider the same number of truth assignments and the same set of CNF. Also, we use the same number of inversions. Selected experimental results are given in Table 1 . 
